Introduction
The choosing the best prediction method of education results is major challenge of Educational Data Mining (EDM). This EDM paper compares the results of student's performance forecast produced by the individual binary classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Nearest Neighbors, Support Vector Machine algorithms) and their ensembles, which are trained (tested) on dataset containing up to 38 input attributes (weekly attendance in mathematics, the intensity of study, interim assessment) of 84 (36) secondary school students from Nasiriyah, Iraq. The two-class school performance was predicted -passing or not passing on final exam. Three following stages of comparison were completed. Аt the first stage of the experiment, the dependence of classifiers from the input attributes was investigated. It was shown that the forecast accuracy rises from 61.1-77.7% when all 38 attributes were used, to 75.0-80.5%, if base classifier trained with five attributes pre-selected by Ranker Search method. Then, in second stage, to each of the basе classifier the AdaBoost M1 procedure has been applied and five homogenous ensembles were created. And only two of these ensembles demonstrated small rise of 3% in accuracy comparing to corresponding stand-alone classifier, but the overall maximal prediction accuracy of 80.5% stayed the same. Finally, comparing the accuracies of 77.7% and 83.3% achieved by the heterogeneous ensemble consisted of five simple voting base classifiers and by the heterogeneous meta-ensemble of five simple voting AdaBoost homogenous ensembles correspondingly, we conclude that improvement of the quality of the individual classifier or homogeneous ensembles allows to construct more powerful EDM prediction methods.
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finally the final exam of first semester for mathematic subject, collected by school reports and questionnaires are used for collecting data from the archives 120 students. The output attribute is two class labeled as "Pass" if exam grade was ≥ 50 and as "Fail" if was not. Thus, two group of students with 80 students passed and 40 students that drop out on final exam were observed. The Weka version 3.8 (downloaded from https://sourceforge.net/projects/weka/) NB, J48, MLP, 1NN and SVM default algorithms were trained on randomly choosing data of 84 students (70% of data set) and then testing on the data of rested 36 students (30% of data set).
Methods of analysis and results
Three stages of the experiment can distinguish. Stage of selection of attribuites. Initially, we find the base classifier's accuracy applying then to all 37 input attributes. Then we use attribute selection methods to eliminate both irrelevant attributes and redundant ones. A simpler idea is to rank the effectiveness of each [14, 15] . We implement Ranker Search Method (RSM) on the dataset to compare between results models accuracy for prediction students performance. RSM [14] is combined by 3 feature selection techniques: 1) Correlation Attribute Evaluation which correlate each attribute of dataset and the output class evaluation, choosing the most relevant attributes by value of Pearson's correlation;
2) Information Gain Attribute Evaluation is entropy measure introduced to machine learning by Quilan [16] ;
3) Gain Ratio Attribute Evaluation overcomes the bias of Information Gain across the features with the large number of values; 4) Wrapper Subset Evaluation introduced by Kohavi and John [17] . Table 2 show the best five attributes chosen by these attribute evaluators. It is easy to notice that besides the same attributes related intermediate examinations, with a significant lag two attributes related to attendance and quizzes were selected by RSM, also.
The second stage is boosting. Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) introduced by Freud and Shapire [18] to improve prediction ability of one single classifier (old) when we train new classifier based on the same algorithms but on the dataset updated by using the rules which increase the weight of examples misclassified by old one, and to decrease the weight of correctly classified examples. Thus, the weight tends to concentrate the weak classifier on "hard" exam. And at final of iteration procedures, ensemble of classifiers is produced, where all classifier are voted by their weight. We used AdaBoost.M1 to our purposes because of according to [5] , AdaBoost.M1 is more adequate classifier for EDM/LA mining.
At the third stage, we compared the improvement of overall accuracy (A) and F-measure for minor class (F) of individual base classifiers after feature selection and boosting stages. As can be seen from Table 3 , the major advance in forecasting capacity was observed after Ranker Search Method (RSM) application. In particular, we see that two algorithms J48 and NN, that took F less than 40%, after RSM increased up to 20% their predictability of minor class to do useful forecasts (> 50%) and permit their boosting. Table 3 Accuracy and F-measure of different classifiers Evaluating the effectiveness of AdaBoost homogeneous ensembles show that accuracy rise only to 0-3% in comparison to of RSM classifier 0-14%. At the same time, the capacity of leading NB-based classifier remained unchanged.
Finally, we compare accuracy of 3 simple voting ensembles: one built from base classifiers (72.2%); second contain the classifiers which received after the first RSM stage (77.7%) and the ensemble obtained by combination of Adaboost ensembles (83.3%).
Conclusion
In this study, the main focus has been comparison of various models of machine learning algorithms based on NB, J48, MLP, 1NN and SVM algorithms and their ensembles. We observe that applying Ranker Search method to choose the best attributes have major effect on forecast evaluated by Fmeasure of less representative data class, and consequently permit us to use the improved weak classier as initial Adaboost resident. We can see also that accuracy of final heterogeneous ensemble, for the first time on the 3% maximum single classifier performance surpassed and homogenious combination of their ensembles. 
